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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Visual perception is governed by the nervous system’s 
ability to fashion signals arising from the absorption of 
photons in the outer segments of rod and cone photo-
receptors into a serviceable representation of the sur-
rounding world. Early stages of processing occur at the 
first synapse in the visual pathway, where graded changes 
in photoreceptor membrane potential alter the rate  
of glutamate release onto second-order bipolar and 
horizontal cells (BCs and HCs, respectively). Thus, the 
properties of transmission at photoreceptor synapses 
influence the responses of all downstream neurons, dic-
tating what aspects of rod and cone light responses are 
available for the visual system to shape into perception.

The synaptic signaling capabilities of photoreceptors 
depend on the synaptic ribbon, a proteinaceous structure 
responsible for providing a supply of glutamate-laden 
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primed vesicles for release at the presynaptic membrane 
(Heidelberger et al., 2005; Snellman et al., 2011). Recent 
studies have shown that the interplay of vesicle release 
and replenishment at the ribbon are important in encod-
ing luminance and contrast by cones (Jackman et al., 
2009; Babai et al., 2010) and rod BCs (RBCs; Oesch and 
Diamond, 2011; Ke et al., 2014).

The dynamics of release and replenishment at photo-
receptor synapses might also be an important factor in 
encoding and transmitting the timing of light responses. 
Rod and cone synapses function as band-pass filters 
(Armstrong-Gold and Rieke, 2003; Burkhardt et al., 2007). 
Although several presynaptic factors, including gap-junc-
tional coupling, voltage-gated conductances, and synaptic 
release kinetics, likely contribute to this (Armstrong-
Gold and Rieke, 2003; Zhang and Wu, 2005; Burkhardt 
et al., 2007; Barrow and Wu, 2009), the role of synaptic 
vesicle replenishment has not yet been explored.
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At the first synapse in the vertebrate visual pathway, light-evoked changes in photoreceptor membrane potential 
alter the rate of glutamate release onto second-order retinal neurons. This process depends on the synaptic rib-
bon, a specialized structure found at various sensory synapses, to provide a supply of primed vesicles for release. 
Calcium (Ca2+) accelerates the replenishment of vesicles at cone ribbon synapses, but the mechanisms underlying 
this acceleration and its functional implications for vision are unknown. We studied vesicle replenishment using 
paired whole-cell recordings of cones and postsynaptic neurons in tiger salamander retinas and found that it in-
volves two kinetic mechanisms, the faster of which was diminished by calmodulin (CaM) inhibitors. We developed 
an analytical model that can be applied to both conventional and ribbon synapses and showed that vesicle resup-
ply is limited by a simple time constant,  = 1/(Ds), where D is the vesicle diffusion coefficient,  is the vesicle 
diameter,  is the vesicle density, and s is the probability of vesicle attachment. The combination of electrophysi-
ological measurements, modeling, and total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy of single synaptic vesicles 
suggested that CaM speeds replenishment by enhancing vesicle attachment to the ribbon. Using electroretino-
gram and whole-cell recordings of light responses, we found that enhanced replenishment improves the ability of 
cone synapses to signal darkness after brief flashes of light and enhances the amplitude of responses to higher-
frequency stimuli. By accelerating the resupply of vesicles to the ribbon, CaM extends the temporal range of 
synaptic transmission, allowing cones to transmit higher-frequency visual information to downstream neurons. 
Thus, the ability of the visual system to encode time-varying stimuli is shaped by the dynamics of vesicle replenish-
ment at photoreceptor synaptic ribbons.
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Retinal slices
Details of the retinal slice preparation and whole-cell recording 
are described elsewhere (Van Hook and Thoreson, 2013). In 
brief, the anterior segment of the eye, including the lens, was  
removed, and the resulting eyecup was cut into quarters. One or 
two pieces were placed vitreal side down on a nitrocellulose  
membrane (5 × 10 mm; type AAWP, 0.8 µm pores; EMD Millipore). 
The filter paper with pieces of eyecup was submerged in cold am-
phibian saline, and the sclera was gently peeled away, leaving the 
retina adhering to the membrane. The retina was then cut into 
125-µm slices using a razor blade tissue slicer (Stoelting Co.) and 
slices were rotated 90° to view the retinal layers and anchored in 
the recording chamber by embedding the ends of the filter paper 
in vacuum grease. Slices were prepared under fiber optic illumi-
nation (white light, 1,000 lux).

Patch-clamp electrophysiology
Recordings were performed on an upright fixed-stage micro-
scope (E600FN; Nikon) equipped with a 60× water-immersion 
objective. Slices were superfused at 1 ml/min with an oxygen-
ated amphibian saline solution containing the following (mM): 
116 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2, 0.5 MgCl2, 5 glucose, and 10 HEPES. 
The pH was adjusted to 7.8 with NaOH. Osmolarity was measured 
with a vapor pressure osmometer (Wescor) and adjusted to 240–245 
mOsm. Unless otherwise specified, reagents were obtained from 
Sigma-Aldrich.

Patch pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass (1.2 mm OD, 
0.9 mm ID, with an internal filament; World Precision Instru-
ments) using a PC-10 vertical pipette puller (Narishige) and had 
resistances of 15–20 MΩ. The standard pipette solution for cones 
contained (mM) 90 CsOH, 50 gluconic acid, 40 glutamic acid,  
10 TEA-Cl, 3.5 NaCl, 1 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 9.4 ATP-Mg, 0.5 GTP-Na, 
10 HEPES, and 5 EGTA. The pH was adjusted to 7.2 and the  
osmolarity was adjusted to 235–240 with CsOH. For recordings 
from HCs and BCs, the pipette solution was the same except that 
the glutamic acid was replaced with 40 mM gluconic acid. In some 
experiments, indicated in the Results, we replaced 5 mM EGTA 
with 1 mM BAPTA. The liquid junction potential was measured as 
9 mV and was not corrected.

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were made from HCs, BCs, 
and cones under white light illumination. Cells were targeted 
based on morphology and soma position, and identity of HCs and 
BCs was confirmed by physiological criteria and their response to 
a flash of light. Cones were voltage clamped at 70 mV, and HCs 
and BCs were voltage clamped at 60 mV with a Multiclamp 700A 
amplifier. For paired recordings, we targeted cones and post-
synaptic neurons positioned adjacent to one another in the slice. 
Signals were digitized at 10 kHz with a Digidata 1322A A:D/D:A 
interface and low pass filtered with a cutoff of 2 kHz. Recordings 
were excluded if the cone access resistance (Ra) exceeded 60 MΩ 
or changed dramatically over the course of the recording or if the 
cone holding current was >200 pA. Mean values for Ra, membrane 
capacitance, and membrane resistance in cones were 44 ± 0.7 MΩ, 
75 ± 2 pF, and 293 ± 10 MΩ, respectively (n = 83).

For measurements of cone membrane potential, we made per-
forated patch current clamp recordings by including 200 µM 
amphotericin-B (prepared from a 200 mM stock solution made in 
DMSO) in the pipette solution. After establishing a gigaohm seal, 
we waited several minutes for the development of small whole- 
cell capacitance transients (usually <5 min). Perforated patch  
recordings were terminated if we were unable to record a mem-
brane voltage close to the expected cone dark potential (approxi-
mately 40 mV).

To measure postsynaptic glutamate receptor currents indepen-
dently of release from photoreceptors, 4-methoxy-7-nitroindoli-
nyl-caged l-glutamate (MNI glutamate; Tocris Bioscience) was 
bath-applied (1 mM) and photolyzed with 1-ms flashes of UV light 

Ca2+ accelerates vesicle replenishment at a variety of 
conventional (Dittman and Regehr, 1998; Stevens and 
Wesseling, 1998; Wang and Kaczmarek, 1998; Sakaba and 
Neher, 2001; Kuromi and Kidokoro, 2002) and ribbon 
(Mennerick and Matthews, 1996; Gomis et al., 1999; 
Singer and Diamond, 2006; Johnson et al., 2008; Babai  
et al., 2010; Cho et al., 2011) synapses. At the calyx of Held, 
Ca2+ acts through the Ca2+ signaling protein calmodulin 
(CaM) to enhance a fast mode of replenishment (Sakaba 
and Neher, 2001). The mechanisms underlying Ca2+-
dependent acceleration of replenishment at ribbon syn-
apses are unknown. CaM offers an obvious candidate 
mechanism. Although Ca2+ is known to accelerate replen-
ishment at ribbon synapses, the fraction of the releasable 
pool emptied in BCs and cones by a depolarizing step 
remained unchanged throughout a maintained depolar-
izing step, suggesting that replenishment rate is deter-
mined solely by the number of available attachment sites 
(i.e., occupancy state) on the ribbon and does not in-
volve acceleration by Ca2+ (Babai et al., 2010; Oesch and 
Diamond, 2011).

These findings lead us to ask two questions. (1) Where 
does Ca2+ act to accelerate replenishment and is CaM 
involved? (2) What role does Ca2+-dependent acceleration 
play in shaping the temporal response properties of 
cone synaptic transmission? To answer these questions, 
we combined electrophysiological and optical measure-
ments with an analytical model of vesicle resupply. This 
model can be applied to both ribbon and conventional 
synapses to predict a fundamental time constant limiting 
vesicle replenishment. We found that Ca2+ and CaM 
enhance a fast kinetic component of replenishment at 
cone synapses. However, unlike the calyx of Held where 
CaM appears to act via Munc13 to enhance vesicle prim-
ing at the membrane (Z. Chen et al., 2013; Lipstein et al., 
2013), our results suggest that CaM acts on ribbon-associ-
ated proteins to increase the likelihood that vesicles  
attach to ribbons. Furthermore, by disrupting CaM, we 
found that Ca2+-dependent replenishment accelerates 
replenishment in cones over short time intervals and 
thus plays an important role in setting the high-frequency 
fall off of cone synaptic transmission. These results indi-
cate that the ability of the visual system to encode time-
varying stimuli is shaped by the dynamics of vesicle 
replenishment at photoreceptor synaptic ribbons.

M A T E R I A L S  A N D  M E T H O D S

Animals
Experiments were performed using retinas of aquatic tiger sala-
manders (Ambystoma tigrinum; Charles Sullivan) of both sexes 
(18–25 cm in length). Care and handling protocols were ap-
proved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at 
the University of Nebraska Medical Center. Animals were housed 
on a 12-h light/dark cycle at 4–8°C. 1–2 h after the beginning of 
the dark cycle, animals were decapitated, quickly pithed, and 
enucleated.
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Corporation) and triturated using a fire-polished Pasteur pipette. 
The resulting cell suspension was transferred onto 1.78 refractive 
index glass coverslips (Olympus) coated with Cell-Tak (BD), and 
cells were allowed to adhere for 30 min, after which they were trans-
ferred to the microscope stage and superfused with oxygenated 
amphibian saline. A solid-state 561-nm wavelength laser (Melles 
Griot) was used to illuminate pHrodo-loaded vesicles. The laser was 
focused off-axis onto the back focal plane of a 1.65-NA objective 
(Apo 100× oil; Olympus). After leaving the objective, light traveled 
through a high refractive index (1.78) immersion fluid (Cargille 
Laboratories) and entered the coverslip, undergoing total internal 
reflection at the interface between the glass and lower refractive 
index of the cell membrane and overlying aqueous medium. The 
evanescent wave propagated at this interface had a length constant 
of 64 nm (M. Chen et al., 2013). Individual cones were depolar-
ized with a puff of 50 mM KCl (1-s duration) delivered with a 
Toohey Spritzer pressure system (Toohey Company). Alternatively, 
some cells were targeted for whole-cell recording and depolarized 
with a step to 10 mV from a holding potential of 70 mV for 
50–500 ms using an A-M Systems model 2400 patch-clamp ampli-
fier. Images were acquired at 41 ms/frame. The membrane dwell 
times for individual vesicles were measured from the number of 
frames during which pHrodo fluorescence intensity remained 
≥90% of the peak intensity. We restricted analysis to events that 
occurred in the synaptic terminal (located using bright field im-
ages), and fusion events were defined as disappearance events in 
which pHrodo fluorescence intensity declined by >60% within 83 ms 
(M. Chen et al., 2013).

Capacitance recordings
Whole-cell capacitance recordings were performed using the 
phase-tracking circuitry of the lock-in amplifier integrated into 
the Optopatch patch-clamp amplifier (Cairn Research; Johnson 
et al., 2002). As described previously (Van Hook and Thoreson, 
2012), the holding potential was varied sinusoidally at 500 Hz, 30 mV 
peak-to-peak around a holding potential of 70 mV. We blanked 
output from the phase lock amplifier for 3 ms after the end of  
the step and began measurements 30 ms later to avoid influence 
of gating charges and allow time for the phase angle feedback 
circuitry to settle. Amplifier output of membrane current, mem-
brane capacitance, and series resistance were digitized with a 
Digidata 1322A (Axon/Molecular Devices) and acquired with 
pClamp9.2 software (Axon/Molecular Devices). Signals were low-
pass filtered with a cutoff of 2 kHz for membrane current and 100 
Hz for capacitance and series resistance. Recordings with appre-
ciable poststimulus changes in series resistance were excluded. 
Patch pipettes for capacitance recordings were coated with dental 
wax to reduce stray capacitance. The time course of endocytosis 
was measured as the time from the end of the depolarizing step to 
50% decay of the capacitance signal (t50).

Drugs/pharmacology
To partially antagonize ICa, we bath-applied a subsaturating con-
centration of the dihydropyridine nifedipine (3 µM), which was 
diluted to its working concentration in amphibian saline from a 
10,000× stock made in DMSO. Calmidazolium (Tocris Biosci-
ence) was diluted to its working concentration (20 µM) immedi-
ately before use in amphibian saline from a 1,000× stock made in 
DMSO. The myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) peptide and MLCK-
control peptide (EMD Millipore) were dissolved to the working 
concentration (20 µM) in the pipette solution and introduced 
through the cone patch pipette. Their sequences are as follows: 
MLCK, RRKWQKTGHAVRAIGRL; MLCK-control, RRKEQKT-
GHAVRAIGRE. When introducing peptides through the patch pi-
pette, we waited >5 min after breaking in before beginning data 
collection to allow time for the peptides to reach the terminal.

from a xenon arc flash lamp (Rapp OptoElectronic) delivered 
through a quartz fiber optic mounted to the epifluorescence 
port of the microscope and directed onto the slice through the 
objective lens.

Ca2+ currents (ICa) evoked by a 100-ms depolarizing step were 
recorded with a P/8 leak subtraction protocol. For comparison 
between conditions, the charge of the ICa (QCa), measured over 
100 ms, was normalized to the whole-cell membrane capacitance 
determined with a single exponential fit to the whole-cell capaci-
tance transient. The voltage dependence of QCa was determined 
by fitting with a Boltzmann sigmoidal function.

The ratios of the amplitudes of excitatory postsynaptic currents 
(EPSCs) evoked in response to pairs of presynaptic depolarizing 
pulses (100-ms steps to 10 mV) were measured with interstimulus 
intervals ranging from 200 ms to 60 s. We also measured replenish-
ment rate with trains of depolarizing pulses (25 ms pulses applied 
at 13.3 Hz). In these experiments, replenishment rate was mea-
sured as the slope of a straight line fit to the cumulative charge 
transfer of the postsynaptic response. We adjusted the baseline to 
remove contributions from background synaptic inputs.

HC mEPSCs were detected and their amplitude was measured 
using MiniAnalysis 6.0.7 (Synaptosoft). After automatic detection 
by the software, each event was also inspected by eye. If necessary, 
the preceding baseline period was adjusted in length to improve 
the amplitude measurement. Double peaks were analyzed using 
an algorithm within Synaptosoft that extrapolates the exponen-
tial decay of the first peak.

Light stimuli
Sinusoidal light stimuli were generated by modulating the voltage 
across a white light LED with a function generator (BK Precision). 
Analysis of power spectra showed that there were small harmonic 
contributions to the light output of the LED (measured with a pho-
todiode) but that their power was attenuated by >50-fold relative to 
the power at the fundamental frequency. White light flash stimuli 
from a halogen lamp were directed onto the slices from below 
through the microscope condenser, filtered to remove infrared 
wavelengths, and attenuated with a neutral density filter. To ensure 
that rods were strongly light adapted, bright white light illumina-
tion was used during slice preparation and establishment of 
whole-cell recordings. In some experiments, we applied a strong 
rod-adapting background ( = 480 nm; 2.4 × 104 photons µm2s1) 
during the recording. However, responses were not different in the 
presence or absence of this rod-adapting light, suggesting that re-
sponses were principally cone driven even in the absence of a rod-
adapting background, so we pooled these data.

HC and Off BC light responses were measured as the charge 
(Q) of the membrane current integrated for 500 ms from the end 
of the light flash. The amplitude of responses to sinusoidal light 
stimuli was measured by fitting traces with a sine-wave function in 
pClamp. The frequency of 50% attenuation of the response am-
plitude (f50) was measured by fitting the frequency-response plots 
with a Boltzmann sigmoid.

Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM)
We used TIRFM to monitor single vesicle fusion events in isolated 
cones using techniques described previously (M. Chen et al., 
2013). In brief, retinas were incubated in amphibian saline con-
taining 500 µg/ml of a 10 kD–conjugated, pH-sensitive form of 
rhodamine (pHrodo; Invitrogen) for 3 min in darkness at 20°C. 
This brief incubation period loads only 1–3% of the synaptic  
vesicles, allowing us to image individual vesicles. After loading, 
retinas were digested by incubation with 30 U/ml papain 
(Worthington Biochemical Corporation) plus 0.2 mg/ml cysteine 
in Ca2+-free amphibian saline for 35 min at 20°C. The tissue was 
then washed in Ca2+-free amphibian saline containing 1% bovine 
serum albumin and 1 mg/ml DNase (Worthington Biochemical 
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Intraretinal electroretinogram (ERG)
Intraretinal ERG recordings were made from salamander eyecups 
superfused at 1 ml/min. In brief, the eye was cut along the ora 
serrata, and the lens and vitreous were removed. The remaining 
eyecup was positioned on cotton that was moistened with am-
phibian saline and in contact with an Ag/AgCl pellet reference 
electrode and anchored with a piece of Kimwipe. ERGs were re-
corded by advancing a patch pipette filled with amphibian saline 
through the retina until a large negative b-wave and positive a-wave 
could be recorded in response to a flash, indicating that the pipette 
was positioned proximal to the outer limiting membrane. White 
light stimuli were directed onto the eyecup through a fiber optic 
positioned above the preparation. In flash-duration experiments, 
the d-wave was isolated by applying the metabotropic glutamate 
receptor agonist L-AP4 (10 µM), which blocks the b-wave (Massey 
et al., 1983). For analysis, the d-wave peak amplitude was mea-
sured from the PIII component immediately before light offset. 
Photoreceptor responses were measured from baseline either as 
the fast peak of the PIII wave (in the presence of L-AP4) or as the 
a-wave (in the absence of L-AP4). ERG signals were recorded 
with a Multiclamp 700A amplifier and digitized with a Digidata 
1322A at 10 kHz and were low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency 
of 100–200 Hz.

Analysis of all electrophysiology data was performed using 
pClamp 10 (Axon/Molecular Devices), Excel (Microsoft), and 
Prism 4.0 software (GraphPad Software). Unless otherwise noted, 
data are reported as mean ± SEM and were considered significant 
for values of P < 0.05, as determined with a two-tailed independent 
Student’s t test.

Online supplemental material
This supplemental material contains four figures and their leg-
ends. Fig. S1 shows that calmidazolium had no effect on mEPSC 
amplitude. Fig. S2 illustrates TIRFM data showing that the mem-
brane dwell time of individual vesicles is too short to be rate limit-
ing for the replenishment process. In Fig. S3, we show the lack of 
an effect of the CaM inhibitor calmidazolium on the light responses 
of individual cones, whereas in Fig. S4 we show that there was no 
effect on the population light response measured with the ERG a-
wave. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jgp 
.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201411229/DC1.

R E S U L T S

Ca2+/CaM quicken recovery from synaptic depression
Previous work has used trains of depolarizing pulses to 
show that replenishment at the cone ribbon synapse is 
accelerated by Ca2+ (Babai et al., 2010). To explore the 
mechanisms underlying this effect, we recorded EPSCs 
in HCs evoked by stimulating cones with pairs of depo-
larizing steps (70 to 10 mV, 100 ms; Fig. 1). Release 
from cones appears to occur only at ribbons (Snellman 
et al., 2011), and this stimulus releases the entire imme-
diately releasable pool (IRP) of vesicles at the base of the 
ribbon with 100% release probability (Bartoletti et al., 
2010). Depression at the photoreceptor synapse is medi-
ated principally by depletion of vesicles from the releas-
able pool rather than by desensitization of postsynaptic 
AMPA receptors (Rabl et al., 2006). Thus, varying the in-
terval between the pulses from 200 ms to 60 s allowed us 
to monitor the time course of replenishment of vesicles 
into the IRP, measured as the paired pulse ratio (PPR) of 

Figure 1. Recovery from synaptic depression depends on Ca2+. 
(A) In paired recordings, a 100-ms depolarization of a cone to  
10 mV from a holding potential of 70 mV evoked an EPSC in an 
HC. A second depolarization applied after a short interval (500 ms) 
evoked a smaller EPSC. The amplitude of the second EPSC largely 
recovered after a 2-s interval. (B) When the cone pipette solution 
contained 1 mM BAPTA, which restricts the spread of intracellular 
[Ca2+] away from Ca2+ channels, the amplitude of the second EPSC 
was reduced relative to control conditions. (C) Subsaturating inhi-
bition of L-type Ca2+ channels with bath-applied nifedipine (3 µM), 
which reduced Ca2+ influx by 40%, also inhibited recovery from 
paired pulse depression, similar to BAPTA. (D) Group data show-
ing the recovery from synaptic depression. As the interval between 
pulses increased, the PPR of the EPSCs (EPSC2/EPSC1) could be 
fit with two exponentials. Under control conditions, the fast time 
constant (fast) was 816 ms (76%) and the slow time constant (slow) 
was 12.9 s. In the presence of 1 mM BAPTA or 3 µM nifedipine, 
recovery from synaptic depression was slowed; with BAPTA, fast = 
2.1 s (56%) and slow = 28.8s. In the presence of nifedipine, fast = 1.4 s 
(37%) and slow = 17.6 s. Mean ± SEM is shown.
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the patch pipette (Fig. 2, B and C). With a control ver-
sion of this peptide (MLCK-control), the time course of 
recovery could be fit with two exponential functions 
with fast = 951 ms (68%) and slow = 17.6 s (n = 5). When 
the cone was dialyzed with the active MLCK peptide, 
the proportion of recovery mediated by the fast compo-
nent was reduced to 24%, yet the time constant was very 
similar to MLCK-control (fast = 916 ms). At an interstim-
ulus interval of 2 s, the PPR in the presence of the MLCK 
peptide was significantly reduced relative to MLCK-con-
trol (MLCK-control: 0.66 ± 0.07, n = 5; MLCK: 0.35 ± 
0.05, n = 17; P = 0.002).

After exocytosis, membrane is retrieved by a process 
of compensatory endocytosis that plays an important 
role in maintaining a supply of vesicles at the synapse 
(Wu et al., 2007) and clearing debris from vesicle re-
lease sites to allow for subsequent exocytosis (Neher, 
2010). At the calyx of Held, all forms of endocytosis de-
pend on Ca2+ and CaM, and inhibition of CaM slows the 
rate of replenishment (Wu et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2010; 
Yao and Sakaba, 2012). However, using capacitance  
recording techniques to monitor vesicle fusion and 
membrane retrieval (Fig. 3, A and B), we found that 
endocytosis in cones was unaffected when cones were 
dialyzed with the MLCK peptide. With the MLCK-con-
trol peptide, the time course of endocytosis, measured 
as the time from the end of the depolarizing step to 
50% recovery (t50), was 310 ± 27 ms (n = 4). With the 
active MLCK peptide, the t50 was 301 ± 53 ms (n = 7; 
P = 0.89). Endocytosis in cones does not require dyna-
min and is much faster than in other cells where endo-
cytosis is regulated by CaM (Wu et al., 2009; Sun et al., 
2010; Van Hook and Thoreson, 2012). The finding that 
CaM did not affect cone endocytosis suggests that the 
slowed recovery from depression is unlikely to be the re-
sult of either reduced supply of vesicles in the cone ter-
minal or inhibited release site clearance.

the two EPSCs (EPSC2/EPSC1). We found that the time 
course of replenishment could be fit with two exponen-
tial functions with fast = 815 ms (76%) and slow = 13.0 s, 
suggesting that the ribbon is replenished by two kinetic 
mechanisms, one fast and one slower (Fig. 1 and Table 1).
 At an interval of 2 s, the PPR was 0.69 ± 0.06 (n = 10).

We used two approaches to assess the effects of Ca2+ 
on these two kinetic components of recovery at the 
cone synapse (Fig. 1, B–D). In the first, we replaced  
5 mM EGTA in our control pipette solution with 1 mM 
of the fast chelator BAPTA (Fig. 1 B). In the presence of 
BAPTA, fast was slowed to 2.1 s and reduced in ampli-
tude (56%). At an interpulse interval of 2 s, the PPR  
was significantly reduced relative to control conditions 
(0.43 ± 0.06; n = 7; P = 0.006). In the second approach, 
we bath-applied a low concentration of the L-type Ca2+ 
channel antagonist nifedipine (3 µM; Fig. 1 C). In sepa-
rate experiments, this reduced ICa charge density by 
40%, from 150 ± 10 fC/pF (n = 18) to 91 ± 10 fC/pF 
(n = 7; P = 0.0015). In the presence of nifedipine, the 
PPR at a 2-s interval was reduced to 0.40 ± 0.001 (n = 5; 
P = 0.0009). fast was slowed to 1.4 s and reduced in 
amplitude to 37%.

CaM is responsible for mediating the Ca2+-dependent 
acceleration of replenishment at the calyx of Held  
(Sakaba and Neher, 2001). We performed several ex-
periments to test whether CaM might also accelerate 
replenishment in cones (Fig. 2). Bath application of a 
membrane-permeant inhibitor of CaM, 20 µM calmid-
azolium (Fig. 2 A), had similar effects to BAPTA or nifedi-
pine, slowing the recovery from depression by both 
slowing the fast time constant (fast = 2.0 s) and reducing 
its amplitude to 33% (Table 1). At an interval of 2 s, the 
PPR was 0.32 ± 0.03 (n = 4), significantly smaller than in 
control conditions (P = 0.000074).

We also disrupted CaM by introducing a peptide de-
rived from the CaM-binding domain of MLCK through 

TA B L E  1

Fit parameters for paired pulse experiments

Parameter 5 mM EGTA (control) 1 mM BAPTA 3 µM nifedipine 20 µM Calm. 20 µM MLCK-control 20 µM MLCK

Unconstrained

fast (s) 0.816 2.1 1.39 1.98 0.951 0.917

% fast 75.7 56.2 37.1 33.1 68.1 23.9

slow (s) 12.9 28.8 17.6 25.9 17.6 13.8

R2 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 1.0

Constrained

fast (s) 0.816a 0.816a 0.816a 0.951b

% fast 22.1 26.9 17.5 25.3

slow (s) 9.56 12.2 17.4 14.1

R2 0.97 0.99 0.99 1.0

n 10 7 5 4 6 17

The time course of recovery from synaptic depression was fit with two exponential functions. When fits were constrained to the fast time constant (fast) 
from control conditions, the quality of the fit (R2) was comparable with that when the fits were unconstrained. Calm., calmidazolium.
aFits constrained to fast for 5 mM EGTA control condition (0.816 s).
bFit constrained to fast MLCK-control condition (0.951 s).
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(Hayashi et al., 2000) of AMPA receptors, we also 
tested whether the bath-applied CaM inhibitor calmid-
azolium affects glutamate receptor currents in HCs  
(Fig. 3 B), which are carried principally by AMPA recep-
tors (Cadetti et al., 2005). To do this, we recorded HC 
currents triggered by photolytic uncaging of MNI-gluta-
mate (1 mM) with a pair of strong UV flashes (1-ms du-
ration, 500-ms interval). In these experiments, neither 
the amplitude nor the PPR of the AMPA currents were 
affected by calmidazolium. In control conditions, AMPA 
receptor currents evoked by the first flash had a mean 
amplitude of 262 ± 43 pA and a PPR of 0.95 ± 0.02  
(n = 4). In the presence of 20 µM calmidazolium, the 
responses were not significantly different, with a mean 
amplitude of 213 ± 51 pA (P = 0.49) and a PPR of 0.96 ± 
0.02 (P = 0.71; n = 5). Combined with our finding that 
CaM inhibitors introduced into individual presynaptic 
cones through patch pipettes have similar effects to 
bath-applied calmidazolium, this indicates that effects 
of calmidazolium are presynaptic.

Because CaM can regulate L-type ICa and changes 
in Ca2+ influx can contribute to synaptic depression 
(Forsythe et al., 1998; Griessmeier et al., 2009), we 
tested whether CaM inhibition affected cone ICa (Fig. 3, 
C and D). However, inhibition of CaM with either the 
MLCK peptide or calmidazolium had no effect on  
either the voltage dependence or charge of cone ICa 
(QCa). The voltage of half-maximal activation (V50) of 
cone ICa was 26 ± 1 mV (n = 18) in control conditions 
and 25 ± 2 mV in the presence of calmidazolium (n = 8; 
P = 0.48). V50 was 29 ± 1 mV (n = 6) when cones were 
dialyzed with the MLCK-control peptide and 31 ± 
1 mV (n = 11; P = 0.16) when cones were dialyzed with 
MLCK. At the peak (10 mV), the Ca2+ charge density 
was 0.15 ± 0.01 pC/pF (n = 18) in control conditions. In 
the presence of calmidazolium, it was not significantly 
different (0.17 ± 0.02 pC/pF; n = 9; P = 0.17). In paired 
pulse experiments (Fig. 3 D), QCa facilitated at relatively 
short interpulse intervals, similar to a previous study 
(Kourennyi and Barnes, 2000). However, the PPR of  
QCa (QCa2/QCa1) was not affected by the CaM inhibitor 
(P > 0.05 for all data points).

The quantal parameters, quantal amplitude (Q), size 
of the available vesicle pool (N), and release probability 
(Pr), appeared to be unaffected by CaM inhibitors. 
Quantal amplitude of mEPSCs (Fig. S1) was not signifi-
cantly altered by calmidazolium (control = 8.8 ± 4.4 pA, 
n = 1,107 events from 10 HCs; calmidazolium = 8.9 ± 
4.4 pA, n = 605 events from 6 HCs; mean ± SD; P = 0.17, 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). 25-ms steps to 10 mV 
stimulate large EPSCs, reflecting release of the entire 
IRP with release probability of 1 (Bartoletti et al., 2010). 
EPSC amplitude was not changed by CaM inhibitors, 
indicating that pool size was unchanged (control = 133 
± 20 pA, n = 17; calmidazolium = 141 ± 3 pA, n = 6, P = 
0.79; MLCK-control = 142 ± 22, n = 14; MLCK = 143 ± 14, 

Because the Ca2+/CaM-dependent protein kinase CaM-
KII can increase single-channel conductance (Derkach 
et al., 1999) and regulate the membrane localization 

Figure 2. Recovery from synaptic depression depends on CaM. 
(A) In a paired recording of a cone and an HC, there was minimal 
recovery from synaptic depression after an interstimulus interval 
of 500 ms when the retinal slices were treated with the membrane-
permeant CaM inhibitor calmidazolium (20 µM). The EPSC re-
covered only partially after an interval of 2 s. (B) Likewise, when 
cones were dialyzed with a CaM-inhibiting MLCK (20 µM), recov-
ery from synaptic depression was inhibited. (C) Recovery from 
synaptic depression resembled controls (Fig. 1) when the cone 
was dialyzed with a control version of the MLCK peptide (MLCK-
control; 20 µM). (D) Group data. Recovery from synaptic de-
pression was slowed when CaM was inhibited. In the presence of 
calmidazolium, fast = 1.98 s (33%) and slow = 25.9s. With MLCK, 
fast = 917 ms (23%) and slow = 13.8 s. With MLCK-control, fast = 
951 ms (68.1%) and slow = 17.6 s. Mean ± SEM is shown.
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train of pulses empties the remainder of the releasable 
pool of vesicles (Babai et al., 2010; Bartoletti et al., 
2010). Release soon reaches a steady-state where it is 
limited by the rate of replenishment (Sakaba et al., 
2002; Schneggenburger et al., 2002; Babai et al., 2010). 
The rate of replenishment can therefore be measured 
from a linear fit to the cumulative increase in the charge 
transfer of postsynaptic currents. Previous work showed 
that replenishment measured in this way in cones is  
accelerated when the intraterminal [Ca2+] is increased 

n = 16; P = 0.94), and trains of pulses (25-ms pulses, 
13.3 Hz; Fig. 4) showed that the entire pool continued to 
be released by the first pulse after inhibiting CaM, indicat-
ing that release probability remained near 1 (Bartoletti  
et al., 2010).

In addition to using paired pulse protocols to assess 
replenishment, we stimulated cones with trains of depo-
larizing pulses (25-ms pulses, 13.3 Hz, 4 s) while record-
ing the postsynaptic currents in HCs (Fig. 4). The initial 
test pulse in the train empties the IRP and the maintained 

Figure 3. CaM inhibitors do not affect rapid endo-
cytosis, HC glutamate receptors, or cone Ca2+ cur-
rents (ICa). (A) Whole-cell capacitance recordings 
from cones that were dialyzed with either the MLCK-
control (left) or MLCK (right) peptides (20 µM). 
There was a brief increase in whole-cell capacitance 
in response to a 25-ms depolarizing step to 10 mV 
from a holding potential of 70 mV, resulting from 
fusion of synaptic vesicles. The capacitance then de-
cayed back toward baseline as vesicle membrane was 
retrieved via endocytosis. There was no change in ac-
cess resistance (Ra). (B) Pairs of HC AMPA receptor 
currents were evoked by uncaging of MNI-glutamate 
(1 mM) with short (1 ms) UV flashes (500-ms inter-
val) in control conditions (left) and, in a second HC, 
in the presence of 20 µM calmidazolium (right). 
Neither the amplitude nor the PPR was altered by 
calmidazolium. (C) Charge-voltage plots of leak-
subtracted cone ICa recorded in response to 100-ms 
steps from 60 to 30 mV from a holding potential 
of 70 mV. The charge was normalized to whole-cell 
capacitance. Neither the amplitude nor the voltage 
dependence of ICa was affected by calmidazolium 
(20 µM, left) or the MLCK peptide (20 µM, right). 
(D) The PPR of Ca2+ charge (QCa2/QCa1) facilitated 
in response to pairs of depolarizing pulses (steps to 
10 mV from 70 mV, 100-ms duration with inter-
vals of 200 ms to 10 s). This facilitation was unaf-
fected when cones were dialyzed with the MLCK or 
MLCK-control peptides. Mean ± SEM is shown.
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at 10 mV (n = 16). When Ca2+ entry was instead en-
hanced by lengthening the pulse from 25 to 50 ms, 
the slope increased by a factor of 1.7 ± 0.2 (n = 8; 
Fig. 4 C), corresponding to a change from 202 ± 50 to 
299 ± 55 v/s/ribbon. In the presence of the active 
MLCK peptide, increasing [Ca2+] had a smaller effect 
on the slope of the cumulative charge transfer; switch-
ing from a pulse potential of 30 to 10 mV increased 
the slope only by a factor of 1.4 ± 0.09 (n = 25; P = 0.02; 
Fig. 4 B), a change from 131 ± 16 to 174 ± 21 v/s/rib-
bon, and lengthening the pulse increased the slope 
only by a factor of 1.1 ± 0.08 (n = 19; P = 0.02; Fig. 4 D), 
which represented a change from 100 ± 14 to 105 ± 19 
v/s/ribbon. Together, these results indicate that the 
previously reported Ca2+-mediated acceleration of re-
plenishment at the cone synapse (Babai et al., 2010) 
is the result of an enhancement of vesicle resupply  
by Ca2+/CaM.

either by further depolarization during the trains (from 
pulses of 30 to 10 mV) or by lengthening the test 
pulse duration (from 25 to 50 ms at 10 mV; Babai et al., 
2010). To test whether these Ca2+-dependent effects are 
mediated by CaM, we performed these experiments 
when cones were dialyzed with either the MLCK-control 
or MLCK peptides (20 µM).

When cones were dialyzed with MLCK-control, the 
slope of the cumulative charge transfer increased by a 
factor of 2.4 ± 0.3 (n = 12) when the pulse potential 
was changed from 30 to 10 mV to enhance Ca2+ 
entry (Fig. 4 A). When we converted the slope of the 
cumulative charge transfer to a vesicle release rate 
(16 fC/vesicle) and scaled it to the amplitude of the 
postsynaptic current (47 pA/ribbon; Cadetti et al., 
2008; Bartoletti et al., 2010, 2011), this corresponded 
to a change of sustained release rate from 151 ± 24 
vesicles (v)/s/ribbon at 30 mV to 334 ± 55 v/s/ribbon 

Figure 4. Ca2+-dependent accelera-
tion of replenishment measured using 
trains of depolarizing pulses. (A) In 
a paired recording of a cone and HC 
in which the cone was dialyzed with 
the MLCK-control peptide (20 µM), 
the cone was stimulated with a train of 
depolarizing pulses to 30 mV (25-ms 
duration, 13.3 Hz), evoking an EPSC in 
the HC (top). After 2 s, the step ampli-
tude was increased to 10 mV to fully 
activate the Ca2+ current, accelerating 
replenishment. The inset shows the 
EPSC at the transition from steps to 
30 mV to steps to 10 mV. The trace 
at the bottom shows the cumulative 
charge transfer obtained by integrating 
the EPSC waveform. The slope of a line 
(black line) fit to the final 1 s of the cu-
mulative charge transfer of the EPSC in 
each experimental condition provides 
a measure of the rate of replenishment. 
(B) In a similar experiment, the cone 
was dialyzed with the MLCK peptide 
(20 µM). This inhibited the Ca2+-de-
pendent acceleration of replenishment 
when the step amplitude was increased. 
(C) In a cone-HC paired recording in 
which the cone was dialyzed with the 
MLCK-control peptide, replenishment 
was accelerated when the depolarizing 
step (70 to 10 mV) was lengthened 
from 25 to 50 ms. (D) This acceleration 
was inhibited when a cone was instead 
dialyzed with the MLCK peptide.
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release sites at the ribbon base nor do they speed the 
fusion of vesicles in the IRP. Additionally, using TIRFM 
imaging of single vesicle fusion events, we found that 
individual vesicles dwell at the membrane for only 47 
ms before fusing, a latency which is too short to be rate 
limiting in the replenishment process (Fig. S2).

Analytical model of vesicle resupply
To test whether resupply of vesicles to the ribbon might 
be the rate-limiting step in replenishment, we developed 
a three-dimensional random walk model of vesicle dif-
fusion (Fig. 6). We modeled vesicle diffusion in the syn-
apse as spherical vesicles undergoing random walks in a 
three-dimensional rectangular lattice of spacing . After 
each time step, t, each vesicle moves to an adjacent 
lattice site. The (macroscopic) diffusion coefficient,  
D = 2/(2t), relates  and t in the (microscopic) random 
walk model, so these quantities cannot be chosen inde-
pendently (Berg, 1983). We assumed each lattice site 
can be occupied by at most one vesicle and that the oc-
cupation probabilities for distinct lattice sites are inde-
pendent; these assumptions can only be satisfied by 
choosing  equal to the vesicle diameter.

When a vesicle collides with a given lattice site on the 
ribbon (i.e., a tethering site), the probability of success-
ful attachment is given by sp, where p denotes the prob-
ability of the ribbon site becoming occupied in a given 
time step, and s denotes the attachment probability, 
that is, the probability that a vesicle colliding with the 
ribbon will actually “stick” rather than drift away at a 
future time step. We assumed vesicles of density  are 
distributed randomly and uniformly within the synaptic 

Sites of Ca2+/CaM effects on replenishment
At goldfish BC synaptic ribbons, Ca2+ regulates transfer 
of vesicles at two points, from a cytoplasmic pool into a 
ribbon-associated reserve pool and from the ribbon  
reserve pool to a readily releasable pool at the base of 
the ribbon (Gomis et al., 1999). At cone synapses, the 
second, slower kinetic component of release is thought 
to represent the transition of a ribbon-associated re-
serve pool of vesicles to release sites at the ribbon base 
(Bartoletti et al., 2010). If this transition is the point of 
CaM regulation of replenishment in cones, inhibition 
of CaM should slow the second component of cone exo-
cytosis. To test this, we fit the cumulative charge transfer 
of EPSCs recorded in HCs in response to a 100-ms de-
polarization of a presynaptic cone with two exponen-
tials (Fig. 5). The second kinetic component (slow) had 
a time constant of 172 ± 14 ms (n = 7) in control con-
ditions and 165 ± 32 ms (n = 4; P = 0.85) in the presence 
of 20 µM calmidazolium. Similarly, slow was 175 ± 49 ms 
(n = 5) when cones were dialyzed with 20 µM MLCK-
control peptide and 195 ± 21 ms (n = 13; P = 0.71) when 
cones were dialyzed with 20 µM MLCK peptide. The ki-
netics and amplitude of the initial fast release compo-
nent were also unaffected by inhibition of CaM. In 
control conditions, fast = 6.1 ± 0.4 ms, 21 ± 2% (n = 7). 
In the presence of calmidazolium, fast was 5.9 ± 0.3 ms 
(P = 0.73), 21 ± 6% (n = 4; P = 0.97). With the MLCK-
control peptide, fast was 7.6 ± 0.7 ms, 25 ± 5% (n = 5). 
With the MLCK peptide, fast was 6.9 ± 0.4 ms (n = 13; 
P = 0.41), 24 ± 3% (P = 0.71). Together, these data sug-
gest that Ca2+ and CaM do not act to quicken movement 
of vesicles from the ribbon-associated reserve pool to 

Figure 5. Cone release kinetics. (A) 
EPSC recorded under control condi-
tions in an HC in response to a 100-ms 
depolarization of a presynaptic cone. 
(B) The cumulative charge transfer of 
the EPSC was fit with two exponential 
functions, with fast = 6.8 ms and slow = 
186 ms. (C and D) Recording from an-
other cone-HC pair in the presence of 
calmidazolium (Calm.; 20 µM). Similar 
to the control recording, the cumula-
tive charge transfer (D) was fit with two 
exponential functions with fast = 6.1 ms 
and slow = 191 ms.
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have elapsed in t seconds. Assuming all sites are empty at 
t = 0, the expected number of vesicle attachment sites that 
are filled at time t is given by a(t) = n(1  P(t)), where n is 
the maximum number of vesicles that can occupy the rib-
bon. Taking lnP(t), using the approximation ln(1 + x) ≈ x 
for small x, and substituting

 ∆t
D

=
δ2

2
 

and

 p =
1
2

3ρδ , 

we find that P t e t a( ) ≈ − /τ  and a t n e t a( ) = −( )−1 / ,τ  where

 τ
ρδa D s

=
1

 

is a fundamental time constant governing the rate of 
vesicle resupply. Although we derived this model to de-
scribe behavior at ribbon synapses, it is important to note 
that because it makes minimal assumptions about the ge-
ometry of the synapse, it should also hold true for vesicle 
resupply of other synapses, provided the vesicles exhibit 
random motion.

Because it models the time constant underlying the 
replenishment process, the formula for a does not de-
pend on ribbon size. However, a(t), the expected num-
ber of vesicles on the ribbon at time t, does rely on 
ribbon size, as it is proportional to n. In particular, the 
number of vesicles hitting the ribbon per second is 
given by the hit rate

 h t
da
dt

n
e

a

t a( ) = = −

τ
τ , 

where at t = 0 we assume the ribbon is empty. At t = 0 
and for s = 1, we obtain a hit rate of

 h
n

nD
a

0( ) = =
τ

ρδ, 

which is proportional to ribbon size and in close agree-
ment with the hit rate described for hair cell ribbons by 
Graydon et al. (2011).

To explore whether the rate of vesicle collisions is it-
self rate limiting, we first assumed that all ribbon colli-
sions result in successful attachment (s = 1), yielding a 
lower bound on the replenishment time constant, a. 
Using empirically determined values from photorecep-
tor synapses of D = 0.11 µm2/s,  = 2,210 v/µm3, and  = 
45 nm (Rea et al., 2004; Thoreson et al., 2004; Sheng et al., 
2007), we obtained a = 91 ms. This is roughly an order 
of magnitude faster than the experimentally measured 
value for a. Likewise, using n = 110 (Bartoletti et al., 2010), 

terminal, so that the probability of a lattice site becom-
ing occupied is independent from one time step to the 
next and equal to the vesicle density per lattice site, 3. 
Because ribbon sites can only be accessed from one 
side, we have

 p =
1
2

3ρδ . 

The probability of having to wait at least t seconds before a 
vesicle successfully attaches to a given site is given by P(t) = 
(1  sp)t/t, with t/t the total number of time steps that 

Figure 6. Model of ribbon replenishment. (A) The terminal was 
modeled as a three-dimensional rectangular lattice of vesicle sites 
separated by , the diameter of a single vesicle ( = 45 nm). This 
space was populated with vesicles at a density of  = 2234 v/µm3 
that move through the terminal with a diffusion coefficient D = 
0.11 µm2/s. The terminal also contains a synaptic ribbon, which 
has 110 vesicle attachment sites. (B and C) Two simple variations 
of the model in which CaM acts to alter the vesicle attachment 
probability by acting on either vesicles themselves (B, red) or vesicle 
attachment sites on the ribbon (C, red).
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for P(t): PA(t) = (1  sAp)t/t and PB(t) = (1  sBp)t/t for 
populations A and B, respectively. The result is that the 
expected number of vesicles on the ribbon at time t is 
given by the sum of two terms:

 a t n e n et t( ) = −( ) + −( )− −
A B

A B1 1/ / ,τ τ  

where

 τ
ρδA

A

=
1

D s
 

and

 τ
ρδB

B

=
1

D s
. 

Because sA > sB, we have A < B, so the population A 
timescale is faster. This model has two qualitative differ-
ences with model 1: (1) it predicts a second timescale, 
and (2) the effect of Ca2+/CaM modulation is different. 
Because Ca2+/CaM changes the fraction of ribbon sites 
f that belong to the stickier population, this manifests 
itself as a change in the amplitudes nA and nB for each 
component of a(t). For example, if inhibition of Ca2+/
CaM leads to a decrease in f, the model predicts a de-
crease in the amplitude of the fast component, nA, and 
an increase in the amplitude of the slow component, nB. 
There is no predicted effect on the time constants, in 
contrast to model 1.

Model 1 predicts that if Ca2+/CaM enhances vesicle 
attachment by acting on vesicles, then Ca2+/CaM inhibi-
tion should cause an increase in a single replenishment 
time constant a. Model 2 predicts that if Ca2+/CaM en-
hances vesicle attachment by acting on ribbon sites, the 
kinetics of vesicle resupply will be governed by two dis-
tinct time constants, A (fast) and B (slow), and inhibi-
tion of Ca2+/CaM will cause a decrease in the amplitude 
associated with the fast component, A, but there will be 
no change in the values of the two time constants. In 
paired pulse experiments, we consistently saw a substan-
tial reduction in the amplitude of the fast component 
after inhibiting Ca2+ or CaM. Although we sometimes 
observed modest changes in the time constants of re-
plenishment with these manipulations, the R2 values for 
unconstrained fits (0.97–1.0) were very similar to those 
for fits in which fast was held equal to control values 
(0.96–1.0; Table 1). Whether fits were unconstrained or 
constrained so that fast was held constant, the ampli-
tude of fast was reduced by inhibiting Ca2+ or CaM. This 
suggests that changes in the amplitude of fast rather 
than changes in the time constant itself are the domi-
nant effects of inhibiting CaM. This is consistent with 
predictions of model 2 where Ca2+/CaM acts on rib-
bon sites. Although a mechanism resembling that of  
model 1 (Ca2+/CaM action on vesicles) might also play a 

we calculated h(0) = 1,203 v/s/ribbon. To maintain re-
lease during a prolonged depolarization, vesicles must 
be supplied to a depleted ribbon at least as fast as the 
rate of release. However, this value of vesicle collisions 
is severalfold faster than the sustained release rate 
(300 v/s/ribbon) measured with trains of depolarizing 
pulses (Fig. 4). Together, these findings indicate that 
other factors beyond the rate of vesicle collisions with the 
ribbon, such as an attachment probability, s < 1, are likely 
to play a role in slowing down vesicle replenishment.

We next used the model to assess two different mech-
anisms by which Ca2+/CaM might regulate attachment 
probability, s, and thereby regulate vesicle resupply and 
replenishment. To do so, we derived two simple varia-
tions of the model (Fig. 6, B and C).

Model 1: Changes in stickiness (attachment probabil-
ity) occur on the vesicles. Here we assumed there are 
two populations of vesicles: those in population A have 
a higher attachment probability, sA, when they collide 
with the ribbon, whereas those in population B have a 
lower attachment probability, sB < sA. Because each rib-
bon site is the same, the probability that vesicle collision 
results in attachment is simply given by the weighted 
mean of the individual attachment probabilities, s = fsA + 
(1  f)sB, where f is the fraction of vesicles in population 
A. As before, the expected number of vesicles on the 
ribbon at time t is

 a t n e t a( ) = −( )−1 / ,τ  

where

 τ
ρδa D s

=
1

 

and s is now the mean attachment probability com-
puted above. If the effect of Ca2+/CaM is to change 
the fraction f of vesicles in the stickier population, it 
would manifest itself as a change in the vesicle replen-
ishment timescale, a. For example, if inhibition of 
Ca2+/CaM causes a decrease in f, then the model pre-
dicts a decrease in s and hence an increase in a. Note 
that this model does not predict the existence of a sec-
ond timescale even though there are two populations 
of vesicles.

Model 2: Stickiness changes occur on the ribbon. In 
this variant of the model, we assumed all vesicles are 
identical, but there are two distinct populations of teth-
ering sites on the ribbon. The ribbon sites in popula-
tion A have a higher attachment probability sA, whereas 
the ribbon sites in population B have a lower attach-
ment probability, with sB < sA. The numbers nA = fn and 
nB = (1  f)n give the number of sites in each popula-
tion, where f is the fraction of ribbon sites in population 
A. Because attachment probabilities are different for  
A and B ribbon sites, we must use different expressions 
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2009). This implies that the synapse acts as a low-pass filter 
for negative contrast, signaling light-to-dark transitions 
more strongly after longer light flashes than after shorter 
flashes. A Ca2+/CaM-dependent fast phase of replenish-
ment might therefore be an important contributor to the 
cones’ ability to transmit responses to time-varying stimuli. 
The following experiments address this possibility.

In the first of these experiments (Fig. 7, A and B), we 
recorded intraretinal ERG d-wave responses after flashes 

role, the effects on fast were not consistent across ex-
perimental conditions.

Synaptic filtering by Ca2+/CaM-dependent replenishment
The timing of vesicle resupply at the cone synapse influ-
ences the strength of the input to off-responding sec-
ond-order neurons; more vesicles are made available 
for release by the maintained hyperpolarization of cones 
during a long flash than by a short flash (Jackman et al., 

Figure 7. CaM-dependent vesicle replenishment enhances responses at light offset. (A) Intraretinal ERG recordings were made in 
a superfused eyecup preparation in the presence of 10 µM L-AP4 to isolate the d-wave, which is the negative-going peak occurring at 
light offset in these intraretinal ERG recordings. (top) The amplitude of the d-wave increased with increasing flash duration. (bottom) 
When the eyecup was bathed with 20 µM calmidazolium (Calm.), the d-wave amplitude was reduced after short flashes. (B) Group data 
showing the reduction in d-wave amplitude when the eyecup was treated with calmidazolium. (C) A similar effect was seen in whole-cell 
recordings from Off BCs in a retinal slice. (top) The amplitude of a fast inward current at light offset increased with increasing flash 
duration. (bottom) When the retinal slices were bathed with 20 µM calmidazolium, the response was reduced after shorter-duration 
flashes. (D) Group data of the normalized charge of the response at light offset (integrated over 500 ms after the end of the flash), 
showing that the off response in Off BCs was reduced in the presence of calmidazolium. (E and F) Similar flash-duration experiments 
conducted with whole-cell recordings of HCs. Mean ± SEM is shown. *, P < 0.05.
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To further examine the role of CaM-dependent rapid 
replenishment in setting the temporal filtering prop-
erties cone synaptic transmission, we next recorded  
responses of second-order neurons to sinusoidal light 
stimuli (0.5–10 Hz; Fig. 9, A–C). If CaM-dependent 
rapid replenishment is important in setting the low-pass 
filter of cone synaptic transmission, we hypothesized 
that inhibiting CaM would affect both off-responding 
and on-responding retinal pathways. Therefore, we re-
corded from HCs as well as On BCs.

In control conditions, responses to a sinusoidal light 
stimulus peaked at 1.2 ± 0.3 Hz for HCs (n = 7) and 1.9 ± 0.3 

of varying duration in a superfused eyecup preparation. 
The ERG d-wave is a population response originating 
largely from Off BC depolarization triggered at light 
offset by glutamate release from cones (Xu and Karwoski, 
1995; Awatramani et al., 2001). Because the b-wave typi-
cally obscures the d-wave after shorter flashes, we bathed 
the eyecup in 10 µM of the mGluR6 agonist L-AP4 to 
block the b-wave and isolate the d-wave. In the presence 
of L-AP4 alone, the d-wave increased in amplitude as 
the duration of the flash increased from 100 ms to 10 s. 
In the presence of 20 µM calmidazolium, the d-wave 
amplitude was reduced, especially after shorter flashes.

We performed similar flash-duration experiments 
while recording light responses of individual Off BCs 
and HCs in a retinal slice preparation (Fig. 7, C–F). In 
both Off BCs and HCs, the charge transfer during the 
fast inward current at light offset increased in ampli-
tude with increasing flash duration, similar to previous 
work (Jackman et al., 2009). In the presence of 20 µM 
calmidazolium, these responses were reduced, espe-
cially at shorter flash durations.

As a control, we tested for a role of CaM in modulating 
cone phototransduction by measuring light responses 
of individual cones using perforated patch current 
clamp recordings and found that they were unaffected 
by the addition of calmidazolium (Fig. S3). Calmid-
azolium also had no effect on the ERG a-wave (Fig. S4). 
This is consistent with other work indicating that although 
rod phototransduction can be modulated by CaM, the 
same is not true for cones (Haynes and Stotz, 1997). 
Together with the finding that calmidazolium had no 
effect on AMPA receptor currents (Fig. 3), this indicates 
that the effect of calmidazolium on Off BC and HC 
light responses is presynaptic rather than postsynaptic.

We also performed “simulated light flash” experi-
ments (Jackman et al., 2009) using paired recordings  
of cones and HCs in which the cone was dialyzed with 
either the MLCK-control or MLCK peptide (20 µM;  
Fig. 8). In these experiments, the cone was held at 
35 mV before being stepped to 70 mV for a variable 
period of time (200 ms to 10 s) to simulate the response 
to a bright light flash. The cone was then depolarized to 
10 mV for 25 ms to trigger release of the entire IRP. In 
the presence of the MLCK-control peptide (Fig. 8 A, 
left), the response amplitude increased with increasing 
time spent at 70 mV. With the MLCK peptide (Fig. 8 A, 
right), the recovery of the response was slowed. With 
the MLCK-control peptide, the response recovered 75 ± 
5% (normalized to the response at 10 s; n = 7) after 
2 s at 70 mV. With the MLCK peptide, the response 
recovered to only 41 ± 6% (normalized to the response 
at 10 s; n = 6; P = 0.0017) after 2 s at 70 mV. These re-
sults indicate that Ca2+/CaM-dependent rapid replen-
ishment is important in allowing cones to transmit 
information about rapidly changing lighting conditions 
to second-order retinal neurons.

Figure 8. Simulated light flash experiments. (A) A light flash 
was mimicked in paired recordings of cones and HCs. The cone 
was voltage-clamped at 35 mV to mimic the dark potential and 
hyperpolarized to 70 mV for a variable duration (t) to mimic 
a strong light flash before being depolarized to 10 mV (25 ms) 
to deplete the rapidly releasing vesicle pool. Cones were dialyzed 
with pipette solutions containing either the MLCK-control (20 µM, 
left) or MLCK (20 µM, right) peptide. (B) When cones were 
dialyzed with the MLCK-control peptide, the EPSC amplitude 
increased with increasing t. The amplitude of the EPSC was re-
duced when cones were instead dialyzed with the MLCK peptide. 
EPSC amplitude was normalized to the EPSC after the 10-s dura-
tion step. Mean ± SEM is shown.
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We noted above that calmidazolium does not affect 
cone responses to flashes of light. We also compared 
cone responses to sinusoidal light in the presence and 
absence of calmidazolium, finding that responses were 
unaffected (Fig. 9, D and E). This indicates that effects 
of calmidazolium on HC and On BC responses to sinu-
soidal stimuli were not the result of actions on the abil-
ity of the cone phototransduction cascade to follow a 
sinusoidal light stimulus.

We also performed experiments in which we stimu-
lated cones with a sinusoidal voltage clamp command 
(0.5–10 Hz, 50 to 30 mV) while recording postsyn-
aptic responses in HCs (Fig. 9 F). When we dialyzed 
cones with 20 µM MLCK-control peptide, the HC re-
sponses were band pass, with a peak at 3.0 ± 0.3 Hz, 
consistent with similar experiments in salamander rods 
(Armstrong-Gold and Rieke, 2003), and had an f50 of 
5.1 ± 0.2 Hz (n = 8). When cones were dialyzed with 
20 µM MLCK peptide, responses were shifted to lower 
frequencies, peaking at 1.7 ± 0.2 Hz (P = 0.002) and having 

Hz for On BCs (n = 7) and fell off at both higher and 
lower frequencies, consistent with band-pass properties 
of photoreceptor synaptic transmission in amphibian 
retinas (Fig. 9, B and C, black; Armstrong-Gold and 
Rieke, 2003; Burkhardt et al., 2007). In the presence of 
20 µM calmidazolium, responses for all HCs and On 
BCs peaked at 0.5 Hz, the lowest frequency tested, and 
were reduced at higher frequencies relative to control 
conditions (Fig. 9, B and C, gray). To quantify this ef-
fect, we measured the frequency of 50% attenuation 
(f50). In control conditions, the f50 was 2.8 ± 0.2 Hz (n = 7) 
and 3.7 ± 0.2 Hz (n = 7) for HCs and On BCs, respec-
tively. In the presence of calmidazolium, the responses 
were shifted to lower frequencies so that the f50 was 
2.0 ± 0.2 Hz (n = 9; P = 0.005) and 2.6 ± 0.2 Hz (n = 5; 
P = 0.002) for HCs and On BCs, respectively (Fig. 9,  
B and C). The similar effects of calmidazolium on both 
HCs and On BCs, which use different types of postsyn-
aptic glutamate receptors, suggest that these effects are 
mediated by a common presynaptic target.

Figure 9. Synaptic responses to sinusoidal stimuli are reduced by inhibition of CaM. (A) In control voltage-clamp recordings of 
an HC (left), response amplitude to a sinusoidal light stimulus decreased with increasing stimulus frequency. In recordings from a 
different HC (right), response amplitude in the presence of 20 µM calmidazolium declined at lower frequencies relative to control 
recordings. (B) HC group data normalized to the response amplitude at 0.5 Hz. In the presence of calmidazolium, responses fell off 
at lower frequencies than in controls. (C) A similar effect was seen in recordings from On BCs. (D) Perforated patch current-clamp 
recordings of responses from two separate cones to sinusoidal light stimuli in control conditions (left) and in the presence of the CaM 
inhibitor calmidazolium (20 µM; right). (E) Under control conditions, the cone light responses were exclusively low pass, peaking at 
the lowest frequency tested (0.5 Hz) and falling off at higher frequencies. In the presence of calmidazolium, the responses were no 
different than in control conditions. (F) In paired recordings of cones and HCs, cones were stimulated with a 0.5–16-Hz sinusoidal 
voltage-clamp command (20 mV peak-to-peak around a holding potential of 40 mV). Data were normalized to responses at 1 Hz. 
When cones were dialyzed with the MLCK-control peptide (20 µM; n = 8), HC responses were band-pass, peaking at 3–4 Hz and fall-
ing off at higher or lower frequencies. When cones were dialyzed with the MLCK peptide (gray; 20 µM), response amplitude fell off 
at lower frequencies than in controls. Mean ± SEM is shown. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01.
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2011), inhibition of CaM revealed that Ca2+-dependent 
fast replenishment improves the ability of ribbon synapses 
to transmit high temporal frequency information.

Mechanisms of CaM effects on replenishment
By what mechanism does Ca2+/CaM accelerate replen-
ishment in cones? We can eliminate several steps in the 
vesicle cycle as unlikely candidates because their kinet-
ics cannot account for the rate of fast replenishment  
or they were unaffected by CaM inhibitors (Fig. 10). 
(a) Rapid endocytotic retrieval of vesicles by cones was  
not affected by CaM inhibitors, suggesting that neither 
insufficient vesicle supply nor impaired release site 
clearance is the origin of slowed replenishment. (b) Glu-
tamate refilling of vesicles exhibits a time constant of  
15 s (Hori and Takahashi, 2012), far slower than the  
fast component of replenishment ( 800 ms). The 
reason that glutamate refilling does not normally be-
come rate limiting is likely because of the large cytosolic 
reservoir pool that provides a substantial buffer of previ-
ously loaded vesicles; salamander cones contain 194,000 
vesicles (Choi et al., 2005), with 85% participating in 
vesicle cycling (Rea et al., 2004; M. Chen et al., 2013). 
(c) CaM inhibitors did not alter the slower, second  
kinetic component of release, which represents release 
of vesicles after their descent down the ribbon (Bartoletti 
et al., 2010), indicating that Ca2+/CaM are unlikely to 

an f50 of 4.0 ± 0.3 (n = 7; P = 0.007). These data are con-
sistent with a role for Ca2+/CaM-dependent accelera-
tion of ribbon replenishment in setting the frequency 
range over which the cone synapse can signal to down-
stream neurons in the visual pathway.

D I S C U S S I O N

The results of this study shed light on the mechanisms 
used by cone synaptic ribbons to encode and transmit 
information to downstream neurons in the visual sys-
tem. Sustained release is governed by the rate of replen-
ishment (Jackman et al., 2009). Replenishment of cone 
ribbons is in turn Ca2+ dependent (Babai et al., 2010), 
and we used several approaches to probe the underly-
ing mechanisms. Monitoring recovery from synaptic de-
pression with a paired pulse stimulation protocol, we 
found that replenishment proceeds by fast ( 800 ms) 
and slow ( 13 s) mechanisms and that the proportion 
of replenishment mediated by the fast process could be 
altered by manipulating intraterminal [Ca2+]. Inhibition 
of CaM slowed replenishment in cones, but mechanisms 
appear to differ from those that enhance replenish-
ment at the calyx of Held (Sakaba and Neher, 2001). 
Although the occupancy state of the ribbon regulates 
replenishment rates with longer intervals and lower  
frequencies (Babai et al., 2010; Oesch and Diamond, 

Figure 10. Proposed vesicle cycle at 
the cone ribbon synapse. Vesicles can 
be resupplied to the synaptic ribbon 
through a fast mechanism ( 800 ms) 
that is regulated by the actions of Ca2+/
CaM on vesicle attachment sites on the 
ribbon, several hundred nanometers 
distant from Ca2+ entry through chan-
nels located at the ribbon base. Vesicles 
can also attach through a slower, Ca2+/
CaM-independent process that has a 
time constant of 13 s. Vesicle prim-
ing appears to involve the synaptic rib-
bon (Snellman et al., 2011). Exocytosis  
occurs in two phases, with time constants 
of 6 ms and 170 ms that represent fast 
fusion of the IRP (blue) and movement 
of vesicles from the ribbon-associated 
reserve pool (yellow) to release sites near 
the ribbon base, respectively. Endocy-
tosis is fast ( = 250 ms; Van Hook and 
Thoreson, 2012) and returns vesicles 
to a cytoplasmic reservoir pool, where 
they are refilled with glutamate ( 15 s; 
Hori and Takahashi, 2012).
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by reducing the amplitude of the fast component, es-
sentially reducing the number of ribbon sites with a 
higher attachment probability, but leaving the time con-
stants unaltered. Our data lend greater support to 
model 2 for two reasons. First, the existence of a double 
exponential time course for recovery from synaptic de-
pression is consistent with the existence of two popula-
tions of attachment sites on the ribbon. Second, the 
principal effect of inhibiting Ca2+/CaM on the time 
course of recovery was to reduce the amplitude carried 
by the fast time constant, consistent with model 2’s pre-
dicted effects of reducing the number of high-attach-
ment probability sites on the ribbon.

Synaptic ribbons are thought to serve as sites for vesicle 
priming (Snellman et al., 2011). Thus, another possible 
explanation for our data is that Ca2+/CaM catalyzes the 
priming of ribbon-associated vesicles, readying them  
for release more quickly than if they were primed by a 
Ca2+/CaM-independent mechanism. However, actions of 
Ca2+/CaM on priming would only speed replenishment 
if the time required for priming was rate limiting for re-
plenishment, i.e., if it exceeded the time needed for ves-
icles to attach, descend to the bottom of the ribbon, and 
dock at the membrane. Although actions on vesicle prim-
ing by the ribbon remain a possibility, the good agree-
ment between model predictions and experimental results 
supports the hypothesis that Ca2+/CaM enhances replen-
ishment by altering attachment probability of vesicle sites 
along the ribbon. This hypothesis is also supported by 
findings that Ca2+ accelerates replenishment by acting at 
sites 200–300 nm away from the Ca2+ entry sites (Babai 
et al., 2010), consistent with the synaptic ribbon being 
the locus of Ca2+ effects on replenishment.

Potential molecular mechanisms of Ca2+/CaM effects
There are several possible molecular mechanisms by 
which Ca2+/CaM might enhance replenishment in 
cones. CaM regulates vesicle priming, recruitment, and 
short-term plasticity by interactions with Munc13 (Junge 
et al., 2004; Zikich et al., 2008; Rodríguez-Castañeda  
et al., 2010; Lipstein et al., 2012), which is responsible 
for Ca2+/CaM-dependent replenishment at the calyx 
of Held (Lipstein et al., 2013). However, deletion of 
Munc13 in photoreceptors had no effect on vesicle teth-
ering to the ribbon and only modest effects on synaptic 
transmission measured with ERG recordings (Cooper 
et al., 2012), pointing toward a limited involvement of 
Munc13 in vesicle replenishment in photoreceptors. 
Synaptotagmin (syt) 7 complexes with CaM to acceler-
ate replenishment in hippocampal neurons (Liu et al., 
2014), but there is no evidence for syt 7 at retinal rib-
bon synapses (Kantardzhieva et al., 2012). Another  
potential CaM target is Rab3a, a vesicle-associated pro-
tein involved in both long- and short-term plasticity 
(Castillo et al., 1997; Geppert et al., 1997; Nonet et al., 
1997; Leenders et al., 2001; Schlüter et al., 2004, 2006; 

accelerate replenishment by quickening the transition 
of vesicles to release sites at the ribbon base. (d) Vesicles 
spend only 47 ms at the membrane surface before 
fusion (membrane dwell time; Fig. S2), far shorter than 
the time constant for replenishment. (e) Fusion of vesi-
cles in the IRP is much faster ( 6 ms; Thoreson et al., 
2004; Rabl et al., 2005; Bartoletti et al., 2010) than re-
plenishment, and this fast component of release was not 
affected by CaM inhibition. These considerations leave 
only two steps as likely to be Ca2+ dependent and rate 
limiting for vesicle replenishment: (1) the time required 
for priming of newly attached vesicles by the ribbon and 
(2) the rate of vesicle attachment to the ribbon.

Our analytical model of vesicle resupply revealed that 
the kinetics of vesicle collisions with attachment sites is 
constrained by a fundamental time constant that de-
pends on the diameter, density, and diffusion coefficient 
of vesicles. Using empirically determined parameters 
for cone synapses, the model predicted that if each ves-
icle that randomly collides with the ribbon is added to 
the ribbon pool, the time constant for replenishment 
would be 90 ms, nearly 10-fold faster than the mea-
sured time constant. Other factors such as vesicle de-
scent down the ribbon may contribute to slower kinetics 
of replenishment, but if vesicle delivery to the ribbon is 
the rate-limiting step in replenishment, then this sug-
gests that the probability of a single vesicle attaching to 
the ribbon upon collision is likely to be significantly <1. 
Although we used vesicle density measurements from 
salamander cones (Sheng et al., 2007), vesicles appear 
less concentrated in mouse rod terminals, 580–750 v/µm3 
(Zampighi et al., 2011), implying there may be cell-to-
cell or species-to-species differences in the kinetics of 
vesicle resupply.

We developed two variations of the model to test pos-
sible sites of Ca2+/CaM regulation of replenishment. In 
model 1, Ca2+/CaM acts on individual vesicles to in-
crease the probability that they will attach to the ribbon, 
whereas in model 2, the loci for Ca2+/CaM action are 
the vesicle attachment sites on the ribbon. If, as in 
model 1, we assume that Ca2+/CaM acts on vesicles to 
enhance attachment probability, shifting the fraction of 
vesicles from a low- to a high-attachment probability 
population, then the overall attachment probability is 
simply a weighted mean of individual vesicle attach-
ment probabilities. This yields a single time constant 
that quickens as more vesicles are added to the high-
probability population and slows as more are added to 
the low-probability population. If, however, Ca2+/CaM 
acts on ribbon sites to enhance vesicle attachment, as in 
model 2, then the model yields two time constants. 
Thus, the predicted number of vesicles that have at-
tached to the ribbon at a given time point is the sum of 
two terms, each with its own time constant. Further-
more, model 2 predicts that inhibiting Ca2+/CaM ef-
fects on vesicle attachment would slow replenishment 
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slightly faster in mammalian RBCs, where fast = 400 ms 
and slow = 5.9 s, measured at room temperature (Singer 
and Diamond, 2006). Recovery is likely to be faster in 
vivo because the rate of vesicle recruitment at the calyx of 
Held synapse is enhanced at physiological temperatures 
(Kushmerick et al., 2006). Physiological temperatures 
can influence the timing of Ca2+ entry, quickening ICa 
activation and enhancing inactivation (Kushmerick  
et al., 2006). Although these two opposing effects ulti-
mately leave the total Ca2+ charge transfer unchanged at 
the calyx of Held (Kushmerick et al., 2006), the altered 
timing of the Ca2+ signal might contribute Ca2+-depen-
dent recruitment of vesicles at physiological tempera-
tures. In slices from goldfish retinas with low extracellular 
pH buffering, quickened recovery from synaptic de-
pression is the result of reduced exocytosis during the 
first of a pair of depolarizing pulses (Palmer et al., 
2003). This is caused by proton-mediated inhibition of 
terminal ICa and relief of ICa inhibition that leads to 
greater exocytosis on subsequent pulses (Palmer  
et al., 2003). Although we show that ICa also facilitates in 
cones, this appears not to be the origin of the Ca2+/
CaM-dependent recovery process we describe here, as 
ICa facilitation is unperturbed by the CaM inhibitors 
that slow recovery. However, because protons play a key 
role in regulating photoreceptor ICa (DeVries 2001; 
Hirasawa and Kaneko, 2003), a similar mechanism may 
contribute to recovery from synaptic depression under 
conditions with reduced extracellular pH buffering, 
e.g., with a bicarbonate-based saline solution. In hair 
cells, although synaptic transmission facilitates when 
resting intracellular [Ca2+] is reduced with a hyperpo-
larized holding potential, depression dominates at 
physiological resting potentials (Cho et al., 2011). In 
this case, the recovery from synaptic depression is strik-
ingly fast, with time constants of 15 and 581 ms (Cho  
et al., 2011).

Our analytical model can be readily applied to other 
ribbon-type synapses. Thus, for example, taking s = 1 at 
synapses where the diffusion coefficient, vesicle density, 
and vesicle diameters are known, the time constant

 τ
ρδa D s

= 1
 

can be used to predict the expected kinetics of vesicle 
resupply to the ribbon caused by vesicle collisions. In 
goldfish BCs, D = 0.015 µm2/s (Holt et al., 2004) and 
 = 30 nm (Paillart et al., 2003). The density of cytoplas-
mic vesicles near the ribbon is 524 v/µm3, but some 
of these are immobile (Holt et al., 2004). If 85% are 
mobile (Rea et al., 2004), this yields  = 445 v/µm3. To-
gether, these values predict a = 5 s. This is very close to the 
measured time constant of replenishment obtained by 
paired pulse protocols ( = 4 s; Mennerick and Matthews, 
1996), suggesting that vesicle collisions may limit the 

Coleman et al., 2007), which is also required for deliv-
ery of functional vesicles to rod and cone ribbons (Tian 
et al., 2012). However, the fact that our data and predic-
tions from the model suggest that Ca2+/CaM acts on rib-
bon sites rather than vesicles makes Rab3a an unlikely 
mediator of CaM effects in cones.

A more promising possible CaM target is the Ca2+/
CaM-dependent protein kinase, CaMKII, which associ-
ates with synaptic ribbons in hair cells and retinal neurons 
(Uthaiah and Hudspeth, 2010; Kantardzhieva et al., 
2012) and is a well-established regulator of neurotrans-
mitter release (Llinás et al., 1985; Nichols et al., 1990; 
Hinds et al., 2003; Pang et al., 2010). Dialysis of cones 
with a CaMKII inhibitor has similar effects to CaM in-
hibitors (unpublished data), making it a likely mediator 
of the CaM effects on vesicle replenishment of cone rib-
bons. In some synapses, CaMKII can facilitate L-type ICa 
(Hudmon et al., 2005; Blaich et al., 2010; Jenkins et al., 
2010), and changes in Ca2+ influx can contribute to 
short-term synaptic depression (Forsythe et al., 1998). 
CaMKII can also regulate release by interacting with 
and/or phosphorylating other presynaptic proteins such 
as synapsin and rabphilin (Llinás et al., 1985; Benfenati 
et al., 1992; Mizoguchi et al., 1994; Nayak et al., 1996; 
Hilfiker et al., 1999a; Schlüter et al., 2006; Sun et al., 
2006). However, both are reportedly absent from pho-
toreceptor synapses (Mandell et al., 1990; Von Krieg-
stein et al., 1999). Other known targets of CaMKII, such 
as the vesicle-associated proteins PICK-1, synaptophysin, 
synaptobrevin, synaptotagmin, and membrane-associated 
syntaxin (Benfenati et al., 1992; Rubenstein et al., 1993; 
Nielander et al., 1995; Hilfiker et al., 1999a, b; Risinger 
and Bennett, 1999; Verona et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2002; 
Ohyama et al., 2002), might also underlie the effects of 
vesicle replenishment in cones. CaMKII might also act 
to phosphorylate other ribbon-specific proteins, such as 
RIBEYE or piccolino (Regus-Leidig et al., 2013), to reg-
ulate vesicle attachment probability.

Comparisons with other synapses
A double exponential process appears to be a common 
feature of recovery from synaptic depression at both 
ribbon and nonribbon synapses (Gomis et al., 1999; 
Sakaba and Neher, 2001; Singer and Diamond, 2006; 
Cho et al., 2011) and Ca2+ plays an important role in 
regulating such short-term plasticity at both synapse 
types (Mennerick and Matthews, 1996; Dittman and  
Regehr, 1998; Stevens and Wesseling, 1998; Wang and 
Kaczmarek, 1998; Gomis et al., 1999; Sakaba and Neher, 
2001; Kuromi and Kidokoro, 2002; Singer and Diamond, 
2006; Johnson et al., 2008; Babai et al., 2010; Cho et al., 
2011). In goldfish BCs, recovery from synaptic depres-
sion is Ca2+ dependent (Gomis et al., 1999) and pro-
ceeds by two time constants with fast = 0.6–1 s and slow = 
12–30 s (Gomis et al., 1999; Palmer et al., 2003), very 
similar to our findings in salamander cones. Recovery is 
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no such mechanism appears to operate in cones as fluo-
rescence recovery after photobleaching measurements 
indicate that Ca2+ does not alter vesicle mobility (Rea 
et al., 2004). In TIRFM experiments in salamander rods, 
the velocity of vesicle approach to the presynaptic mem-
brane in response to a depolarizing step was the same at 
nonribbon and ribbon-associated sites, at which [Ca2+] 
reaches lower and higher levels, respectively (M. Chen  
et al., 2013), consistent with a lack of an effect of [Ca2+] 
on vesicle mobility in photoreceptors. Likewise, Ca2+ also 
appears to have no effect on vesicle mobility in goldfish 
BCs (Holt et al., 2004).

Because our analytical model makes no assumptions 
about synaptic geometry except that vesicle attachment 
sites are accessible only from one side, it can be simi-
larly used to understand factors affecting vesicle dynam-
ics in nonribbon synapses. At hippocampal synapses,  
D = 0.0042 µm2/s (Shtrahman et al., 2005) and  = 38 nm 
(Harris and Sultan, 1995). Vesicle density averages 
1,800–3,100 v/µm3 (Harris and Stevens, 1989; Schikorski 
and Stevens, 1997), but only 15% are mobile (Shtrahman 
et al., 2005), yielding an effective range for  of 
270–465 v/µm3. From these values, the formula predicts 
a maximum kinetics of vesicle resupply from the cyto-
plasm of  = 13–23 s. For comparison, replenishment at 
hippocampal synapses involves a fast process with  7 s 
and a slower process with  1 min; the slower process is 
thought to reflect the kinetics of resupply to the readily 
releasable pool (Stevens and Wesseling, 1998; Wesseling 
and Lo, 2002; Garcia-Perez and Wesseling, 2008).

Implications for visual processing
Rod and cone light responses are filtered at the synapse, 
which, in amphibian retinas, optimally transmits re-
sponses at 1–4 Hz (Armstrong-Gold and Rieke, 2003; 
Burkhardt et al., 2007). Several pre- and postsynaptic 
mechanisms have been implicated in shaping fre-
quency responses of photoreceptor synaptic transmis-
sion (Schnapf and Copenhagen, 1982; DeVries, 2000; 
Armstrong-Gold and Rieke, 2003; Zhang and Wu, 2005; 
Barrow and Wu, 2009). Synaptic vesicle depletion and 
the kinetics of resupply are known to influence filtering 
at other synapses (Dittman and Regehr, 1998; Fortune 
and Rose, 2001; Abbott and Regehr, 2004) and have 
been proposed as having a key role at photoreceptor 
synapses as well (Rabl et al., 2006; Burkhardt et al., 2007). 
In this study, the effects of CaM inhibition on replenish-
ment provided a convenient means by which to test the 
functional role of fast replenishment in cone signaling. 
Inhibition of CaM reduced the ability of the synapse to 
transmit responses to higher-frequency stimuli, indicat-
ing that rapid replenishment, by quickening the resupply 
vesicles to the synaptic ribbon, extends the range of tem-
poral frequencies over which the synapse operates.

Analysis of natural visual scenes shows that power  
falls off with increasing temporal frequency with a slope 

rate of replenishment and thus sustained release. These 
findings are also roughly consistent with calculations by 
Holt et al. (2004), who predicted a rate of 1 collision per 
attachment site every 2.8 s. Slightly faster values for re-
plenishment time constants at BCs have also been re-
ported (Gomis et al., 1999; Palmer et al., 2003). In RBCs, 
measurements of  = 38 nm and  = 1933 v/µm3 (Graydon 
et al., 2014), used with D = 0.015 µm2/s from goldfish 
BCs (Holt et al., 2004), give a predicted replenishment 
time constant of 908 ms, which is slower than the mea-
sured fast kinetic component of recovery from paired 
pulse protocols ( = 400 ms; Singer and Diamond, 2006).

In hair cells, as noted above, recovery from synaptic 
depression is exceptionally fast, with time constants of 
15 and 581 ms (Cho et al., 2011). Interestingly, using a 
similar approach to ours to model vesicle collisions with 
the ribbon in hair cells, Graydon et al. (2011) found 
that the collision rate was too slow (24 v/s/ribbon) to 
account for the measured sustained release rate (53 v/s/
ribbon) and proposed that an active ATP- and/or Ca2+-
dependent process might compensate for this by in-
creasing vesicle mobility. Using values of vesicle density, 
diameter, and diffusion coefficient used by the authors 
( = 851 v/µm3,  = 32.9 nm, and D = 0.015 µm2/s; Holt 
et al., 2004; Graydon et al., 2011), we find a predicted 
replenishment time constant of 2.4 s, which is much 
slower than the measured value. However, the au-
thors used a diffusion coefficient measured in fish BCs  
(0.015 µm2/s; Holt, et al., 2004), which might be an un-
derestimate of the actual value in hair cells. Using the 
faster diffusion coefficient from cone photoreceptors 
(0.11 µm2/s; Rea et al., 2004) gives a collision rate of 
173 v/s/ribbon, which is fast enough to account for the 
hit rate. Likewise, using the faster diffusion coefficient 
gives a predicted replenishment time constant of 325 ms, 
which is closer to the measured second time constant in 
hair cells (580 ms; Cho et al., 2011).

Although the formula used by Graydon et al. (2011) 
calculates the rate of vesicle collisions with a spherical 
ribbon to estimate sustained release rate, ours was de-
rived with the intention of modeling the time constant 
underlying the replenishment process and is therefore 
independent of ribbon size. However, we estimated the 
hit rate of vesicles with a cone ribbon by deriving a 
formula analogous to that used by Graydon et al. (2011) 
and calculated a predicted hit rate of 1,200 v/s/ribbon. 
This is considerably faster than the sustained release 
rates measured from depolarizing pulse trains in cones 
(300 v/s/ribbon, above), consistent with the predicted 
replenishment time constant (a = 91 ms), which is also 
faster than the measured value (815 ms). This indicates 
that vesicle collisions are sufficiently fast to support both 
the measured replenishment and sustained release rates 
in cones. Replenishment of the cone ribbon would there-
fore not require the enhancement of vesicle mobility 
proposed for hair cells (Graydon et al., 2011). Moreover, 
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